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ABSTRACT
The increasingly popularity of powerful mobile devices, such as smart phones and PDAs, enables users to search for information on the move. However, text is still the main input modality in most current mobile search services although some providers are attempting to provide voice-based mobile search solutions. In this chapter, we explore the innovative query modalities to enable mobile devices to support queries such as text, voice, image, location, and their combinations. We propose a solution to support mobile users to perform visual queries. The queries by captured pictures and text information are studied in depth. For example, the user can simply take a photo of an unfamiliar flower or surrounding buildings to find related information from the Web. A set of indexing schemes are designed to achieve accurate results and fast search through large volumes of data. Experimental results show that our prototype system achieved satisfactory performance. Also, we briefly introduce a prospective mobile search solution based on our ongoing research, which supports multimodal queries including location information, captured pictures and text information.

INTRODUCTION
As search technology has proliferated on the desktop, search service providers are competing to develop innovative technologies and offer new services in order to attract more users and generate more revenue from advertisements. Nowadays, the competition is moving to mobile platforms since mobile phone, smart phone and PDA users are a
larger community than computer users. Major Internet search providers, such as Google, Yahoo!, Microsoft or Ask.com are actively promoting new mobile services, including traditional information search and more mobile specific services such as product search and local search. Many such services use text-based interfaces, which, due to the constrained input/output modalities make the services inconvenient to use. However, mobile phones can support rich multimodal queries, composed of both text combined with image, or audio, or video, or location information.

Research into technology and user interaction in modalities other than text is becoming increasingly important. Since the basic function of mobile phones is to enable voice communications, voice is the most natural way on a mobile to input search queries. The ready availability of the microphone makes non-speech audio queries a natural option; embedded cameras offer the possibility of visual input; also the increasing prevalence of built-in GPS provides location information as well. Not only can GPS in a mobile offer the user a chance to navigate around, it can provide the search engine useful geographical information based on the user’s current location. Therefore, with such technologies, the mobile phone can be turned into a powerful tool to carry out multimodal search and acquire information on the go.

In this chapter, we will examine mobile search based on multimodal queries composed of text, local information, image and audio. In the next section, we will investigate existing work on location based mobile search, visual mobile search and audio mobile search from both an industrial and academic perspective, followed by typical system design of a multimodal mobile search service.

A mobile search system by visual query is introduced in detail as an example system. As audio queries based on audio matching and speech recognition are relatively mature in the research perspective, we will mainly emphasise on visual and location modalities when introducing the implementation details. Finally, we propose a prospective mobile search solution to process multimodal queries including location information, captured pictures and text information, followed by a conclusion.

STATE OF ART

Initially, mobile search services were simple counterpart versions of web search ones and the content was mainly limited to news, weather, sports, etc. In recent years, remarkable efforts have been made on both interface and content of mobile search services in the research community. The search providers are also shifting their focus on multimodal interfaces and richer content types. A location-aware system (e.g. GPS), embedded camera and micro-phone can be successfully exploited to collect multimodal information and generate multimodal queries for better search experiences on mobile devices. In this section, we will specifically study the present research work and commercial search services on mobile audio search, mobile visual search and location based mobile search.

Mobile Audio Search

A considerable number of mobile audio search services have been described by the major search engine companies in recent years; the use scenarios include but are not limited to the following aspects (Xie, et al., 2008):

- To search for local information, such as restaurants, travel destinations etc, through a spoken keyword or dialogue;
- To search for text information on the Web that is relevant to the corresponding text of an audio query;
- To search for similar audio materials, such as songs or ringtones, to the audio query;